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Abstract— Deep reinforcement learning (RL) have shown
remarkable success on a variety of tasks to learn from mistakes.
To learn collision-free policies for unmanned vehicles, deep
RL has been trained with various data modalities including
RGB, depth images, LiDAR point clouds without the use of
classic map-localize-plan approaches. However, to operate in
constrained passages under subterranean environments, exist-
ing methods are suffered from degraded sensing conditions,
such as smoke and other obscurants, that impairs observations
from camera and LiDAR. We propose sim-to-real, LiDAR-to-
mmWave (millimeter wave radar) input modality for deep
RL to overcome the challenges. We show that the trained
models are generalized from simulation to real world, as well
as LiDAR to mmWave transferring, despite the low spatial
resolution and noisy inputs. Evaluations are carried out in
underground environments, including a basement floor and
large-scale testbeds in the Tunnel and Urban Circuits of the
DARPA Subterranean Challenge. We provide an open dataset
of real-world data for further comparisons.

I. INTRODUCTION

Collision avoidance is a fundamental capability for any
mobile robots. To achieve it, there have been significant
developments in two major topics on simultaneous localization
and mapping (SLAM) as well as path planning. Nevertheless,
SLAM systems tend to have difficulties with dynamic environ-
ments or textureless scenes, and are vulnerable to perception
outliers [1]. Path planning requires prior knowledge of the
map representation for navigation. Maintaining an accurate
map becomes increasingly difficult under poor SLAM results.
Moreover, when those classic approaches make a mistake, the
encountered failure can not be used to improve the system
to prevent the same mistake from occurring in the future.

Navigating in subterranean environments usually encoun-
ters degraded sensing, and commonly used sensors such as
camera and LiDAR may fail due to the possible adverse smoky
or foggy conditions. Millimeter wave (mmWave) radar is a
suitable alternative to overcome such challenges of degraded
sensing. However, although mmWave radar-based SLAM has
been proposed [2], [3], incorporating mmWave inputs for map-
localize-plan navigation is still active research problem due
to the issues of speckle noise, receiver saturation, multipath
reflections, low spatial resolution, and slow update speed.
Therefore, map-less navigation via end-to-end solutions from
robot sensors to actions are required.

Deep reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms, on the
other hand, tackle the problems by learning from trial-and-
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Fig. 1: This work aims at learning a generalized policy of
collision avoidance from simulation to real UGV, and from
LiDAR to millimeter wave radar modality. The proposed
mapless approach, compared to classic map-localize-plan,
bypass the needs of mapping, which may be unfeasible in a
certain scenarios, and can learn from mistake. We carried out
quantitative evaluations in a basement floor and large-scale
subterranean environments.

error experiences. It has been known that training deep RL
algorithms are data-intensive, and therefore there have been
significant efforts of building simulation for RL training [4]–
[8]. Another approach to overcome the data-hunger issue
is self-supervised learning [9]–[11] from simulation or real
world. Given there exist world-dynamics and perception
discrepancies between the simulator and the real world [8],
sim-to-real approach only shows limited success under a
certain conditions.

Common data modalities used for deep RL are RGB camera,
depth images [12], [13], LiDAR point clouds [14]–[16]. It has
been found that range sensing such as depth images or LiDAR
inputs are generalized better for sim-to-real transferring than
RGB inputs across datasets [12].

We wish to train generalizable policies, and tackle the
debating questions of distributional shift between training
and test data for deep learning. In specific, are the models
trained ? However, it remains unknown about the transferring
performances 1) from simulated LiDAR inputs transferred



on embodied real-world robots, and 2) between different data
modalities, i.e., from LiDAR to mmWave inputs. To our
knowledge this is the first attempt to use mmWave inputs for
collision avoidance via map-less deep RL algorithms.

Our work is motivated by the DARPA Subterranean
Challenge. In the Tunnel Circuit there have been challenging
environments in unknown long coal mine tunnels with smoke
emitted adverse conditions that impaired commonly used
perception like camera and LiDAR. Classic map-localize-plan
may get stuck in a certain corners, which require designs of
handcraft state machine as prior. This paper aims at mini-
mizing the handcraft efforts by learning approach, and wish
the trained policies generalized for unknown environments.
Specifically, this paper aims at tackling the generalization
challenges and contributes:

1) Sim-to-real: we leverage the use of the SubT Virtual
Competition environments [17] and carry out a sim-to-
real obstacle avoidance via deep reinforcement learning
on UGV. We tested in real-world embodied robots and
found robust transferring results for LiDAR inputs.

2) LiDAR-to-mmWave input modality: We take advan-
tage of lightweight and low-cost mmWave sensor, which
is capable of operating under challenging foggy or
smoke-filled environments. We observed performance
degradation using mmWave only, due to low spatial
resolution.

3) Evaluations in large-scale subterranean environ-
ments: We carried out experiments for classic map-
localize-plan approach, compared to the proposed map-
less deep RL approach in subterranean environments,
including an indoor hallway, a basement, and in the
SubT Tunnel and Urban Circuits. The datasets are
openly available [18].

II. RELATED WORK

A. Learning-based Navigation from High-bandwidth Images

There have been significant efforts developing high-quality
simulation environments for learning-based navigation. The
goal is to provide high-dimensional input (raw images) rather
than low-dimension inputs in RL literature. In [4] the training
process for policies to navigate was entirely in simulation,
and the policies were then deployed and tested in a real-world
hallway. The virtual environments were built using the 3D
modeling Blender, including rendered images with randomize
textures and lighting to create a visually diverse set of scenes.
A model of Q-function was used to predict robot actions
from camera observation. [5] developed a realistic simulation
framework of 3D scenes (AI2-THOR) integrating Unity 3D
physics engine. A target-driven visual navigation model was
then trained with high-dimensional image inputs to provide
end-to-end prediction from pixel information into actions. [6]
took advantage of a game engine World Rally Championship
6 (WRC6), and A3C [19] was used to learn car control in
a stochastic, realistic environment in self-supervised fashion.
The agent took 84x84 front view images and speed as input,
and gas, brake, and handbrake as output. Recently Habitat [12]
framework was developed with photorealisitics environments

Matterport3D [20] and Gibson [21]. A PointGoal naviga-
tion [22] task was then carried out by training deep RL
model via PPO [23]. Habitat addressed the “embodied AI
on enabling actions in environments, rather than in media.
Cross-dataset generalization experiments are conducted, and
the results suggested depth sensor generalized better across
datasets than RGB or RGB-D sensors.

The image to action navigation learning are well-suited for
camera-only platform and often used for payload constrained
UAVs. [10] trained a CNN model fed by image inputs
by collecting an UAV dataset of 11,500 times crashing
experiences over 40 hours of real drone flight time with
minimal human supervision. Similarly, [11] collected a dataset
associating images with collision probability according to the
distance to the obstacles, but they trained an UAV to fly from
data collected on city streets from the viewpoint of urban [24].
They found the trained policies generalizable, although from
bicycles and cars, allowed a drone to fly in indoor corridors
and parking lots.

B. Learning-based Navigation from Range Sensing

Different from the image inputs of UAVs, unmanned ground
vehicles (UGVs) are able to carry LiDAR for learning-
based navigation. Recent work train deep networks either
through pre-generated occupancy map to motion commands,
or mapless end-to-end approach from range inputs to actions.
[7] aimed to train a planner for search and rescue exploration
task, given a 64× 64 2D local occupancy grid as inputs for
neural network. The 2D Stage simulation, usually used for
multi-robot problems, was modified in order to train the A3C
network for outputs of goal frontier actions. [16] tackled the
multi-robot collision avoidance problem in a decentralized
scenario. The observation space was obtained from the last
three consecutive frames of 512 range values from a 2D laser
range finder, resulting in 1,536 dimensions. The actions were
in continuous space of translational and rotational velocities.
PPO was used to training the model to directly map raw laser
input to control outputs from Stage. The results showed that
a generalized policy for robots could transverse not only in
simulated environment but also real-world environment, even
through human-crowded environments. Pfeiffer et al. [14]
proposed a data-driven planner to learn motion commands
from local geometry obtained by 2D laser range findings. The
proposed CNN processed 1,080 dimensions of laser inputs
by convolutional layers with two residual building blocks.
The fully connected (FC) layers then combined extracted
features and the target position. The results showed the model
was capable for avoiding obstacles on the road even with
unseen objects and reach the final destination. Consequently, a
modified neural network was proposed in [15] to downsample
1,080 measurements from LiDAR was into 36 values by a min
pooling. Compared to [14], the proposed model was simplified
with only FC layers, in order to avoid over-fitting. In [25]
only 10-dimensional range findings were used. Such abstract
observations reduced the difference obtained from virtual
and real environments, and may be feasible for other low-
resolution range sensors. Asynchronous deep deterministic



Fig. 2: We use the Virtual SubT environments developed in
Gazebo, containing tunnel (bottom), cave (top), and urban
environments.

policy gradient (ADDPG) [26], [27] was then used to train
the actor and critic models in a V-REP simulator.

We wish to substitute LiDAR inputs into mmWave as range
sensing to penetrate environments filled with smoke or fog.
We choose the neural network used for range sensing, similar
to [14], with convolution and FC layers.

III. DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING FOR COLLISION
AVOIDANCE

A. Virtual Environment Setup

We train the agent running infinite navigation in subter-
ranean environment using reinforcement learning. Virtual
Subterranean [17] Gazebo simulation provide various type
of underground environment, include man-made tunnel with
obstacle and cliff, natural cave, and subway station. To train
a more generalized model, we chose the cave environment
which has most diverse size and shape of tunnel and ramp.
We follow the OpenAI Gym integrated with the Gazebo
simulation to allow process agent’s observation data, calculate
reward, give actions to, and reset the agent.

We considered DDPG and Recurrent Deterministic Policy
Gradient (RDPG) [28] algorithms to train collision avoidance
policies from data collected both in Gazebo subterranean
simulation environment. Our neural network includes a
minimum pooling to downsample, 2 convolution layers to
smooth LiDAR inputs, 2 FC layers, 1 recurrent layer with
LSTM cell and 1 FC layers to generate action outputs.
The network architecture is close to [14] and [16] using 3
consecutive frames, but ours include the LSTM cell. Learning
sequential actions by including a recurrent network was found
important, which will be discussed in evaluations.

Since the performance of robot learning may heavily
depend on the quality and quantity of the collected training
data, we investigated the episodes needed to generate training
data. We train the model with 495 episodes, each episode
contains up to 1,563 steps. We found that at least 450 episodes
of off-policy transitions are required to obtain good results in 7
hours training in simulation on a RTX 2070 GPU workstation

Fig. 3: Quantitative results in simulation. Our approach
(DDPG and RDPG) outperformed the straight line baseline.
RDPG preformed better than DDPG, indicating the importance
of learning from sequential actions.

to speed up the training process, equivalent to approximate
20 hours of training in real world.

The considerations and settings are elaborated as following:
1) Observations: The 3D simulated LiDAR inputs are used

for observation space. We sample range findings of angles
from -120 degree to 120 degrees, with 1 degree resolution
from the point cloud of height a certain height, resulting 241
range values in total. The network was then used for mmWave
radar, with lower resolution of 15 degrees, and smoothed by
the convolution layers. For mmWave inputs we have a pre-
processing stage of filtering to remove outliers by clustering
point clouds.

2) Actions: Continuous space of linear and angular veloci-
ties are used for actions. The linear velocity ranges from 0 to
1, and the angular velocity is from -1 to 1. The considerations
of angular velocity being continuous space over discrete space
is to have desired smooth motions, and the linear velocity
setting prevents the agent from moving backward.

3) Reward: To encourage agent running infinite navigation.
We designed the reward into two parts. First part is aim to
encourage agent to go straight and perform less turning action.
And the second part is punishment when agent is too close to
the obstacle. The reward was normalized to the range from
0 to 1.

reward =

{
2(1−|ω|)×5 if min(state) > 1.2

−50− 300× (1.2−min(state)) else

where
ω = angular speed of agent

IV. EVALUATIONS

We started with evaluating the performance in simulation,
including a baseline and the proposed methods with DDPG
and RDPG. From the simulation results we chose RDPG
trained solely from simulated source domain to be deployed to
embodied real UGV in a 70×25 meters basement. We evaluate
variants of our method in different scenarios to understand
(a) how the learned policies from simulation to the real world



Fig. 4: The UGV Platforms are equipped with Velodyne 3D LiDAR. Left: UGV used in the Tunnel Circuit (LiDAR only).
Right: UGV used in the Urban Circuit (LiDAR and mmWave radars).

Fig. 5: Top view of the point clouds around the UGV platforms
obtained from LiDAR (blue) and mmWave radars (white).

perform, (b) how the real robot performs under different input
modalities, and (3) how the full system performs in large-scale
subterranean environments.

We evaluated our system in two large-scale subterranean
environments. Due to the limited access of the competition
site, the numbers of trials were only 2 in the Tunnel Circuit
and 1 in the Urban Circuit. Nevertheless, we considered those
attempts valuable as comparable results to other participated
teams.

We considered a safe navigation without collision a trial. A
trial was terminated when the robot collided walls or obstacles,
reached to a maximum distance of 1.2 kilometers, or manually
stopped by human intervention. The travelled distance was
estimated by the wheel encoders provided by the Clearpath
Husky robots. Since the environments include rough and

muddy floors, in which the measurements may be somewhat
biased. The overall results are summarized in Table I.

A. Navigation in Virtual SubT Environments

In the SubT virtual tunnel/cave environments, we initialized
60 trials of random locations with a certain heading. The
velocity of the simulated UGV was based on the outputs of
the deep network from 0 to 1, and was then scaled to up to
1.5 meter per second. Straight policy is a commonly used
weak baseline in previous work. By following a straight path
toward a (random) goal point, this baseline will fail in curved
paths, collide obstacles on the path and stop. We evaluated
DDPG and RDPG, both taking simulated LiDAR as inputs.

As shown in Fig 3, the percentage of collision free
navigation of RDPG was higher than the ones of DDPG
and straight baseline. About 30 percentages of RDPG trails
reached 1.2 kilometers, where as DDPG was suffered from
being trapped, especially in dead ends, showing the importance
of learning sequential actions. Straight baseline only survived
a few meters, since the initial headings were random and
there were many turns in the environments.

B. System Platforms

The trained collision avoidance policy from simulation was
then deployed on two real UGVs, shown in Fig. 4. Our UGVs
were built on Clearpath Husky robots, where we installed
required range sensors. The Velodyne VLP-16 LiDAR was
set to frame rate to 10 hz, and there were 4 of the 60 GHz TI
6843 mmWave radar modules installed to reach 240 degrees.
Fig. 5 showed the point clouds around the UGV platform.
Given the noisy point clouds, it is infeasible to carry out
classic map-localize-plan approach by mmWave alnoe.

There are many other sensors on the platforms with extra
system efforts of managing power supplies and computations.
Again the speeds of both robots were computed by the deep
network from 0 to 1, but was scaled to up to 0.3 m/s. All
ROS bag logs were recorded onboard.



Fig. 6: Left: A real-world cluttered environment in a basement floor. The UGVs started from the stage area (blue), and were
expected to navigate through the 5 sectors. Right: two runs of the accumulated sectors reached, each run with two UGVs.
The results show that two UGVs reach all 5 sectors sooner than single UGV1 or UGV2.

C. Sim-to-real Results

TABLE I: Experiment Results: average distance in meters
(Dist) and average time in seconds (Time) before collision
and before stop that requires human intervention.

Total Avg. Avg. Max Single
Col./Stop Time Dist. Safe Dist.

EF-B1 Testing Env.
RDPG - LiDAR 7 32.25 407.62 675.41
RDPG - mmWave 14 2.20 30.83 -

Large-Scale SubT Env.
Urban Circuit - RDPG 1 17.12 277.53 277.53
Tunnel Circuit - Baseline 2 15.77 193.70 236.74

The testing real environment was a basement floor in the
EF Building at National Chiao Tung University. There were
open space and several pathways with several turns in narrow
corridors, cluttered with partitions, tables, chairs, furniture,
and other obstacles. There were also some artifacts, such as
red backpack or survivor manikin, placed in the environments.
The UGVs were initialized at the staging area, and they were
expected to maneuver through the 5 sectors connected by the
central open space sector 3, shown in Fig. 6. We carried out 2
runs of two UGVs operating at the same time. We evaluated
the accumulated coverage of sector reached by the two robots.
In general two UGVs could reach all sectors sooner. We
sent first UGV to enter sectors in the beginning of the run,
and subsequently the second UGV about 10 minutes later.
Therefore the coverage of both UGVs was closer to the one
of UGV entered first. In both runs sector 1-5 were reached
around 20 minutes of exploration.

Table I showed the UGVs could reach more than 400
meters in average, indicating the policy trained in simulation
were successfully deployed and transferred on physical robots.
We observed only 1 collision in sector 1 (shown in Fig. 6),
caused by two UGVs operating in a crowded narrow dead
end. Notice that our policy was only trained in a single robot
scenario, and both robots were able to avoid collisions to
each other and surrounding obstacles, except in a narrow dead
end.

D. LiDAR-to-mmWave Results

As shown in Table I, the performance of mmWave inputs
suffers a significant loss compared to one of LiDAR inputs.
Nevertheless, the UGV could reach 30 meters safe navigation
in average carrying out mapless navigation from learning
approaches. Given that the point clouds from mmWave only
appear while the UGV was moving, the model sometimes
carried out sweeping in a certain angles with 0 linear
velocity. Among the collisions the UGV usually hit knee-
height obstacles, this may be due to the limitations of low
spatial resolution. The slow updating rate may also affect
the performance. We still consider such performance useful,
especially traverse through smoke-emitted environments.

E. Large-scale Subterranean Environments

1) Baseline Approach in the Tunnel Circuit: . The Tunnel
Circuit was held at NIOSH, Pittsburgh, including two mine
tunnels (Experimental Mine and Safety Research Mine) were
maintained for research purposes. The tunnels extended 2-4
kilometers in length and included constrained passages. We
implemented a baseline map-localize-plan tunnel following



Fig. 7: Distance travelled results using classic map-localize-plan baseline approach in the Tunnel Circuit of the SubT Challenge.
Left: Experimental Mine. Right: Safety Research Mine.

Fig. 8: Distance travelled results using the proposed approach
in the Urban Circuit of the SubT Challenge. The trajectories
showed that the proposed approach carried out more turns
to avoid obstacles and travelled longer in the Urban Circuit
than the baseline in the Tunnel Circuit.

policy to perform exploration. The robot state at time t was
represented as xt = 〈dt, φt〉, where dt was the lateral distance
between the robot and the center of the tunnel at time t and
φt is the angle relative to the tunnel axis. By parsing the
point cloud gathered from the RGB-D or LiDAR inputs, we
built an occupancy grid map. The map was then used for a
local planner, sweeping from -90 to 90 degrees with a 2-meter
radius. A goal point was then set to the found traversible point
via A* search. Such settings tended to keep the robot staying
at a certain lateral distance with φ = 0. Nevertheless, this
baseline method may not handle well open space, intersections,
or dead end situations. Table I demonstrated the two attempts
of autonomous runs were carried out in the two courses,
shown in Fig. 7. In the Experimental Mine the robot travelled

237 meters, and the robot was trapped in a dead end. In the
Safety Research Mine, due to the communication limitation
we set the robot to traverse through a certain distance and
return to communication enabled area for artifact report, and
the travelled distance was 149 meters.

2) The Proposed Approach in the Urban Circuit: .
The Urban Circuit took place at the Satsop Business Park

in Elma, Washington. The environments include localization-
unfriendly flat surfaces, dirt, water, stairs, and ledges. There
were two courses, the Alpha and Beta Courses, and Fig. 8
demonstrated the robot trajectory in the Alpha Course. We
obtained 277.53 meters from wheel odometry by the use of
the proposed approach. The robot were trapped on a ledge due
to the limitation of downsampled LiDAR inputs on different
height levels. In the Beta Course, the trained policy was too
conservative to pass through narrow passages in the beginning
of the course, and the robot circled around in an open area
without exploration.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Inspired by the DARPA SubT Challenge, we developed
a mapless collision avoiding method, which successfully
transferring policies from simulated to real robots, and from
LiDAR to mmWave inputs for subterranean search and rescue
missions. We carried out experiments in real-world basement
and large-scale environments in the Tunnel and Urban Circuits.
To our knowledge, this work is the first attempt for evaluating
LiDAR-to-mmWave input modality that carry out mapless
navigation from mmWave inputs. Different from existing
work evaluated in small-scale laboratory environments, our
quantitative results in large-scale subterranean environments
demonstrated hundred of meters safe navigation in complex
environments.

However, we observed conservative policies to narrow
corridors, which may be further finetuned. The current policy
is also vulnerable to ledge or negative obstacles due to
the use of downsampled LiDAR inputs. Such challenges
may be overcomed by high-bandwidth depth image inputs



and corresponding deep network structures. Although the
performance of the mmWave inputs showed some success,
further work is needed to train the policy with mmWave
inputs from real-world collision experience. We have also
investigated the generalizability of the policy trained from
UGV to UAV. Nevertheless, we did not obtain good results
due to the different dynamics of robots. We will continue
investigating the policies transferring among robot modality
in the future.
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